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LETTER TO THE EDITOR Pitfalls in statistical methods

To the Editor:
We red with great interest the study of Koh et al 1 and the related editorial. 2 Gibbons and Hodge 2 outlined the importance to avoid surrogate end-points as outcomes in prognostic study and stressed the importance of the number of events (and not merely of the sample size) as critical for the power of prognostic studies. However, as regards the criticism to the 95% confidence intervals (CI) for event rates, some comments might be useful. The CI from SAS package presented by Gibbons and Hodge 2 appear wider than those reported by Koh et al. 1 Gibbons and Hodge 2 state that the more commonly employed SAS package provides estimates of the 95% CI which are consistent with the CI based on proportions that are shown in standard statistical texts. It must be also outlined that many methods have been proposed to calculate CI for proportions and the analyzed statistical packages do not treat the subject uniformly. 3 The method used by Gibbons and Hodge 2 seems to be the Wald method, but it should be noted that this method is not recommended when small proportions are observed. Perhaps, in this case the method of Wilson is more appropriate. 4 The immediate cii command of Stata software (StataCorp. 2011. Stata Statistical Software: Release 12. College Station, TX: StataCorp LP) is implemented with option to obtain different CIs for single proportions. The results we obtained using the Wilson option are reported in Table 1 . We were able to duplicate the 95% CI reported by Gibbons and Hodge 2 using the Wald option, but none of the options in Stata (binomial, poisson, exact, wald, wilson, agresti, jeffreys) was able to duplicate the results of Koh et al. 1 Our analysis confirms the broad overlap between the 95% CI for different cut-off values of summed stress score in Koh's series, but also outlines that using different statistical approaches as well as different softwares may lead to different results. 
